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The relationship between electron cross relaxation (ECR) and the shape of the EPR line of the Cr3+ 

ion, on the one hand, and dynamic polarization (NDP) and spin-lattice relaxation of Al27 in ruby, on 
the other, is studied experimentally in ruby at helium temperatures. The appearance of NDP during 
saturation of the EPR line in the center (without detuning) is observed. Complete correlation between 
this effect and the ECR conditions in the Cr3+ spectrum is demonstrated. The degree of saturation 
transfer between transitions of the Cr3+ spectrum with close frequencies depends, under E CR con
ditions, on the nuclear polarization and can be artificially increased by saturating the Al27 NMR. 
The shape of the EPR line indicated by a weak signal directly after pulsed saturation is also 
uniquely related to the magnitude of the NDP under ECR conditions. Investigation of Al27 nuclear 
spin-lattice relaxation as a function of the orientation of the external field indicates the presence 
of shortened relaxation time regions arranged symmetrically with respect to the points of coin
cidence of various EPR spectral lines. The results obtained are discussed on the basis of the con
cept of an electron spin-spin temperature ( Tss ). A consistent interpretation of the whole set of 
data is proposed under the assumption of the existence of direct thermal contact (independent of the 
microwave field) between the electron spin-spin interaction system and the Zeeman reservoir of 
the lattice nuclei. Estimates confirm the correctness of such an assumption for ruby. 

INTRODUCTION 

A new approach to magnetic resonance in solids, 
based on the concept of the temperature Tss of the 
spin- spin interaction reservoir, has recently gained 
wide acceptance. It was preceded by the idea of Red
field[1l concerning a single spin temperature in a co
ordinate system rotating together with the strongly 
saturating high frequency field. In 1961-62, Provotorov 
developed a theory of magnetic resonance at any de
gree of saturationr2J (the only requirement was small
ness of the high frequency field compared with the 
local field HL in the substance) and a cross-relaxa
tion theory raJ. In both these papers, account was taken 
of the existence of two, in general different tempera
tures, Tss and Tz, corresponding to different parts 
of the spin-system Hamiltonian: the secular parts of 
the energy of the spin-spin interactions (SS reservoir) 
and the Zeeman energy of the spins in an external mag
netic field (Z reservoir). 

Among the other investiptions devoted to various 
aspects of this problem r 4-7 , we note the experiments [ 4 ' 6 ] 

in the field of nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR), 
which confirm directly or indirectly the new theory. 
Subsequently, the Tss concept, extended to include 
electron spins, has entered into the theory of nuclear 
dynamic polarization (NDP) in solids ("effet 
solide")rs-l2] and has found some confirmation in ex
periments on NDPr131 and electron paramagnetic 
resonance (EPR)r14•151. 

If it is assumed that the Tss notion is applicable un
der real conditions for both nuclear and electron spins 
(for example, in crystals with sufficient concentration 
of paramagnetic impurities), then we should apparently 
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expect manifestations of an interrelationship between 
the phenomena (which so far have been regarded as 
independent), whereby the behavior of Tss plays a 
major role. The purpose of the present work was to 
investigate experimentally such an interrelation be
tween the electron cross relaxation (ECR), the EPR 
line shape upon saturation, NDP and spin lattice re
laxation of nuclei, and also to analyze theoretically 
these phenomena on the basis of the concept of the 
electronic Tss· 

Some preliminary results of this work are contained 
in[ls,l7l. 

I. NUCLEAR POLARIZATION UNDER ECR 
CONDITIONS 

1. The purpose of this series of experiments was to 
obtain polarization of the nuclei of a crystal lattice in 
ECR in a system of impurity ferromagnetic ions. As 
is well known, in ECR between two transitions with 
frequencies ve1 and Ve2 ( mve1 ~ nve2, where m and 
n are integers), the difference energy h ( mve1 - nve2) 
= h~ goes over to the electron SS reservoir. If wcr 
» T'i~, (T~r\ where Wcr is the ECR probability, and 
T1e and T~ are the times of the spin-lattice relaxation 
of the electronic Zeeman ( Ze) and SS systems, the 
following relation should be satisfied (see[3•7l) 

(1) 

where Te1 and Te2 are the spin temperatures of the 
Zeeman systems Ze1 and Ze2· For a non-equidistant 
multilevel system, the spin temperature Tij for the 
transition ij is introduced in accordance with the 
linear-approximation formula ( hvij « kT) 
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where Nij are the populations of the levels and j; 
R 

N = I; Ni> and R is the number of levels. 
i=l 

If the condition Te1 ;e Te2 is maintained in some 
manner (for example, by applying a microwave field 
to one of the electronic transitions), then the tempera
ture Tss can change stronglyC 71 . In this case the task 
of obtaining NDP reduces merely to transferring this 
temperature to the Zeeman system Zn of the crystal
lattice nuclei (we assume that Zn forms a reservoir 
with a single spin temperature T n ) . Such an equaliza
tion of Tn and Tss is possible theoretically[w,ul, 
when the NMR frequency lin is of the same order as 
y HL ( y is the electron spin spectroscopic splitting 
factor). 

2. The experiments were performed at tempera
tures To, equal to 1.9 and 4.2°K on ruby crystals 
(Alz03: Cr3+), some parameters of which are listed in 
the table, where 01123 and 0 llo are the widths of the 
EPR lines in the transitions 2-3 at (} = 60° and (+or 
- ~) at (} = 0 respectively ((}--angle between Ho and 
the crystal axis; the spins are numbered upward). The 
relaxation times are given for 1.9°K. 

Certain characteristics of investigated crystals 

c, at. % Is,.,, MHz i''" MHz I 

o.oz I 57,5 I 33.;, 
1
1 

0,03 61,0 3~.0 
0,03 RI.S 50,:> 

-:ie' msec* 

250 
200 

,rji.) 

20,6 
10,2 
0,07 

*For tr~sitipn 2-3 at G = 62° 
**At 9 = 66", Ilo= 3340 Oe (provided that··J2~= vd. 

The experimental setup has made it possible to ob
serve simultaneously the EPR of the Cr3+ ion in the 
3 em band and the NMR of Ae7 (nuclear spin I=%). 
For Al27 we have Yn = 1110 Hz/Oe, so that in fields 
Ho ~ 103-104 Oe, the frequency lin falls in the right 
band ~yHL· 

In order to separate the expected effect from the 
"ordinary" NDP, connected with the saturation of the 
"forbidden" electron-nuclear transitions at frequen
cies lie ± lin [ls,s], the EPR was saturated strictly at 
the center of the absorption line. At the magnetic-field 
modulation (50 Hz) necessary to indicate the EPR and 
NMR, such a saturation was ensured by short (0.1 
msec) periodic microwave pulses. The intervals be
tween pulses (20 msec) were as a rule much shorter 
than T1e, so that the saturation was in fact stationary. 

3. The expected effect of intensification of the nu
clear polarization was actually observed when the 
angle (} corresponded to the ECR conditions in the 
spectrum of Cr3+ ion (we shall henceforth call this 
effect, for brevity, "nuclear cross relaxation polariza
tion" or NCRP). Figure 1 shows the intensification of 
the nuclear polarization E = To/Tn as a function of (} 
at To = 1.9°K and C = 0.03 at.%. The 2--3 transition of 
the EPR spectrum was saturated; when (} was varied, 
the field Ho was also adjusted so as to make ll23 
= const. 
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FIG. I. Top-diagram of resonance frequencies of the EPR spectrum 
of ruby under the condition v23 = const = 9.3 GHz (dashed-doubled 
frequencies). The arrows designate the ECR points. Bottom-dependence 
of NDP of Al27 on the orientation of H0 upon saturation of the center 
of the 2-3 line. 

In the upper part of F!g. 1 is shown the dependence 
of the frequencies of the EPR spectrum in ruby, calcu
lated from the known tables[ 19l for the case when ll23 
= 9.3 GHz (the doubled frequencies are also shown). 
The points of intersection of the curves on this figure, 
designated by arrows, correspond to the ECR condi
tions. 

Comparison of this diagram with the experimental 
E ( 8) plot revealed a complete correlation between the 
ECR conditions and the occurrence of NDP. It is typi
cal that the behavior of E agrees with the expected 
course of Ts~· Thus, when ll23 exceeds somewhat the 
frequency of the second transition, which takes part in 
the ECR (i.e., A> 0), E < 0 is observed, and vise
versa; when A = 0 we have E ~ 1 (see, for example, 
the vicinity of the points 8 equal to 28 and 66°). Simi
lar regularities are characteristic of the harmonic and 
combination ECR: 8 ~ 42°, 2ll23 ~ ll12; 8 ~ 76.5°, ll23 
= 2ll12; (} ~ 49.5°, ll24 + 1123 ~ 2ll12; 8 ~ 71.5°, ll13 + 1123 
~ 21134 (in the latter case ll24 + ll23 > 2ll34 all the time, 
and consequently E <0 ). 

NCRP is also observed when the 2-3 transition does 
not take direct part in the ECR, but saturation of this 
line leads to a change cf the Zeeman spin temperatures 
of other transitions of the spectrum ((} ~ 19°, 31.6°, 
etc.). In the "symmetrical" orientation (} ~ 54.5°, no 
NCRP is observed; this, obviously, is connected with 
the fact that saturation of the transition 2-3 changes 
the temperatures of the interacting transitions T 12 and 
T34 (and also T13 and T2 4 ) to an equal degree. 

4. Figure 2 shows a fragment of the overall picture 
of the NCRP in the vicinity of 8 = 66 o ( ll23 ~ ll 12 ) , for 
different chromium concentrations. We see that a de
crease of C from 0.03 to 0.02% leads to an increase of 
IE lmax from 30 to 45 with simultaneous reduction of 
the distance between the maxima of the polarization in 
approximately the same proportion. At C = 0.08%, the 
NCRP vanishes practically completely (in this case, 
however, no complete saturation of EPR is reached, 
since T1e is comparable with the intervals between the 
pulses, so that the values of E are somewhat lower). 
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FIG. 2. Dependence of NDP of Al27 on the detuning~ between the 
transitions 2-3 and 1-2 of the EPR spectrum of ruby near e = 66° (upper 
right-energy level scheme ofCr*): e-C = 0.03%, 0-C = 0.02%, X-C= 
0.08%. Solid line-result of calculation of T0 /Tss by means of formulas 
(2) and (3) for C = 0.03%. 

An increase of To to 4.2°K had practically no influ
ence on the NCRP picture. 

5. As is well known[20 l, NDP in ruby can be attained 
also by the "usual" method, i.e., by saturating the 
E PR line on the wings. We note, however, that in this 
case, also, non-strictly-resonant saturation of the line 
should lead to a change of Tss [2' 71. 

In our experiments, the dependence of E on the de
tuning t::.' of the saturating signal relative to the line 
center had, as a rule, an unusual form: owing to the 
NCRP effect, the function E( t::.') passed through unity 
at t::.'"' 0. The "usual" symmetrical E(t::.') picture 
was observed only for those values of 8, where there 
was no ECR. Thus, at 8 = 52° and C = 0.03% we ob
tained IE lmax = 15 at t::.' = ± 145 MHz; however, at 
such large values of t::.', saturation of EPR was no 
longer reached, so that the presented values are un
doubtedly underestimated. 

II. CONNECTION OF NDP WITH SATURATION 
TRANSFER IN ECR 

1. Unlike the earlier ECR theory[211 , according to 
which cross relaxation leads to equalization of T~e and 
T2e, it follows from (1) that the tendency of cross re
laxation consists in the tendency of the expression 
( mve1 Te\ - nve2 Te~ - t::. Tfip) to vanish; if one of the 
transitions is saturated ( Te1-- 0), we have 

T.,- 1 = -n~T,2-I (2) Ll . 

By measuring Te~ under conditions of Te11 = 0, we 
can, consequently calculate T8~ by means of formula 
(2) and then compare it with the experimentally meas
ured nuclear temperature Tn. 

2. Such measurements were made in the vicinity of 
8 = 66° at C = 0.03%, To= 1.9°K. Deep modulation of 
the magnetic field has made it possible to observe 
simultaneously both close EPR lines--the transitions 
2--3 and 1--2, with the transition 2-3 saturated by the 
method described earlier (1, 2), and the temperature 
T 12 of the transition 1--2 measured by determining the 
amplitude of the 1-2 line. The results of the measure
ments, as a function of t::. = l/23 - l/12, are shown in Fig. 

f.(} 
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FIG. 3. Dependence of the temperature T 12 of the 1-2 transition 
upon saturation of the 2-3 line on the detuning ~ = v23 -v12 near e = 
66° (C = 0.03%): 0-without NMR saturation, X -with partial NMR 
saturation. The solid line corresponds to formula (3). 

3. The experimental points are well described by the 
formula 

To I T12 =A [ 1 + (ilo I il)2]-1 (3) 

with !::.o = 210 MHz, A= 1.35 (A> 1, since the transi
tion 1-2 "cools off" when the transition 2--3 is satu
rated, owing to the presence of a common level for 
these transitions). 

Formula (3) was then used to calculate Tfi1s from 
(2). The solid line of Fig. 2 shows the result of the 
calculation. We see that when It::. I :S 700 MHz, the 
experimental values of E fit very well the calculated 
To/Tss curve. 

3. Thus, serious arguments appear in favor of the 
proposed equalization of Tss and Tn in NDP. The 
result is important also for the understanding of the 
gist of the ECR, since the theoretical conclusion that 
the weakening of the saturation transfer with increas
ing detuning may be unconnected with the decrease of 
wcr is confirmed. In our case there is an appreciable 
region ( I!::. I -;:; 700 MHz) where the ECR has a high 
probability, but its result is not so much the equaliza
tion of T12 and T23 (i.e., saturation transfer), as a 
growth of I Tfi~ 1. We note that in this case, in spite of 
the strong ECR, the amplitude of the first (faster) 
exponential in the usual experiments on measurements 
of relaxation time by the pulsed saturation method (see, 
for example, [221 ) , will be insignificant. 

When It::. 12: 700 MHz, the condition Wcr » Tl.~ 
( T~ rl is apparently violated, and E decreases in com
parison with the calculated curve. 

4. During the course of the described measurements 
it was noted that at the first instants after the saturat
ing pulses are turned on, the 1-- 2 transition is satu
rated to a greater degree than after a certain time 
( ~10 sec), when the stationary value of T 12 has been 
established. The time variation of T0/T 12 is fully cor
related with the establishment of the stationary value 
of E, thus confirming the uniqueness of the correspond
ence between Tn, Tss, and T12· 

In this connection, the thought arose of the possibil
ity of an external influence on the saturation transfer 
in ECR by "artificially" changing Tn. To this end, we 
have partly saturated the NMR signal by a strong high 
frequency field, i.e., we forced a decrease of I T~1 I, 
counting on decreasing also I T8~ 1. The values of 
T0/T 12 measured under these conditions ( T;;j = 0) are 
also shown in Fig. 3. We see that NMR saturation has 
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FIG. 4. Shape of EPR line 
Pill! indicated by a weak signal di

rectly after pulsed saturation 
tJ (C = 0.03%): a-short pulse at 

the center of the line, b-passage 
b of line on saturation from the 

center to 6". Dashed-equilibrium 
line shape. Below-variation of 
external magnetic field during the 
observation process. 

actually influenced the ECR result, increasing the 
degree of saturation transfer from 2-3 to 1-2. 

lll. DNP AND THE EPR LINE SHAPE IN SATURATION 

1. The absorption (P) at the frequency lie + 1::!.' 
( It:!.' I « lie) is given by (see[2J) 

P(~') = W0 (~') [ ;: + :.:J, (4) 

where W0 ( 1::!.') is the normalized absorption probabil
ity in the vicinity of lie, and Te is the temperature of 
the system Ze· 

If I Ts~ I » Tii\ then the line shape will be signif
icantly altered compared with the equilibrium shape 
(see[2•71 ). In this connection, it is of interest to inves
tigate P( 1::!.') for NDP, and thus approach the question 
of the connection between Tss and Tn from still 
another point of view. 

We note that (4) holds true only for a homogeneous 
EPR line. In ruby, on the other hand, at C = 0.03%, the 
major part of the line width is due to the influence of 
the nuclear spins from the nearest surroundings of the 
Cr3• ion [221 , so that the contribution of the inhomogene
ous broadening is large. Nonetheless, we shall base 
ourselves for the timE: being on (4); a certain justifica
tion for this procedure is the strong cross relaxation 
inside the line contour. In Sec. V, article 8, we shall 
return to this question. 

2. The observation of the EPR line shape was car
ried out under conditions when the Ze system was 
saturated. In this case Te1 = 0, and the shape of the 
absorption line, indicated by the weak (unsaturated) 
signal, was determined only by the state of the SS 
system. The value of E was set by the prior NDP; 
then, at the instant of the passage of the magnetic field 
through the center of the 2-3 line, a short saturating 
pulse was turned on, and the indication of the line shape 
(which we denote in these experiments by P( 1::!.' ) ) , was 
carried out during the return passage of the modulation 
of the magnetic field. 

It is seen from Fig. 4a that the line shape indicated 
in this manner includes absorption and stimulated 
emission sections. It has turned out that "P"( 1::!.' ) is de
termined completely by the degree of polarization of 
the nuclei at the instant of indication, and is well de
scribed by the formula 

.P(~') = Po(~')E'Il' /ve, (5) 

where Po( 1::!.') determines the equilibrium line shape. 
Obviously, when T"e1 = 0 expressions (5) and (4) are 
compatible when Tss = Tn. To obtain the form of 
P(l::!.') it was sufficient to apply a single pulse saturat
ing the EPR by at least 80-90%. 

We note that the occurrence of the signal of the type 
P(l::!.') following multiple repetition of the indicated 
procedure is possible also without preliminary NDP, 
if NCRP takes place. This provides a new method of 
observing ECR. 

3. Pulsed saturation of EPR on the absorption line 
wing (with a detuning 1::!.." relative to the center) also 
leads to effects connected with the degree of polariza
tion of the nuclei. Observation of the P( 1::!.' ) line shape 
immediately after such a saturation has shown that an 
absorption or stimulated emission signal arises at the 
frequency lie, dependi~ on the relative signs of 1::!." 
and E. The amplitude P( 1::!.' ) increased when a suc·
cessive saturation of the line was employed, first at 
the center and then with a detuning 1::!. ". 

This was attained in practice by lengthening the 
saturating pulse to 3--4 msec, so that its leading front 
corresponded to the center of the line and its trailing 
edge to the detuning~"(Fig. 4b). Just as in the pre
ceding experiment, P( 1::!.' ) depended on the value of E 
at the instant of indication, and therefore correlated 
with the ECR conditions (a concrete example of such a 
correlation was demonstrated by us in [l6]). 

The dependence of P( 0) on the position of the trail
ing edge of the pulse, i.e., on 1::!." at a specified value 
of E, has turned out to be well described for the for
mula 

P(O) = -Po(O)E~" I v •. (6) 

To explain this result we recognize that saturation at 
the frequency lie + 1::!." denotes, in accordance with (4), 
that lle/Te + 1::!." /Tss- 0. It follows therefore that 
P(O)/Po(O) = Po/Te = -(1::!.."/lle)(To/Tss), and (6) is 
obtained directly provided only Tss = Tn. A more de
tailed discussion of these experiments will be pre
sented in section V, articles 5-7. We note here only 
that, besides demonstrating the connection between 
Tss and Tn, the described procedure makes it possi
ble to determine E from (6) in general without observ
ing an NMR signal. 

IV. SPIN LATTICE RELAXATION OF NUCLEI 

1. We proceed to the question of the connection be
tween the temperatures Tss and Tn in the absence of 
a saturating microwave field, i.e., under conditions of 
free relaxation of the spin system to the lattice. 

Figure 5 shows the results of measurements of the 
time T m in ruby samples with a chromium concentra
tion 0.02 and 0.03 at.%, near the angle () = 66° and at 
Ho Rj 3340 Oe, i.e., under ECR conditions ll23 Rj ll12. The 
time Tm was determined from the decrease of E after 
turning off the microwave power causing the NDP. 
Within the limits of measurement accuracy (± 10%), 
the relaxation process was described by a single ex
ponential. 

The most interesting feature of the results is the 
appreciable (up to 50%) decrease of Tm on both sides 
of the point () = 66o ( ll23 = ll12 ). The region of the 
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FIG. 5. Dependence of the time r 1n of the spin-lattice relaxation 
of the nuclei on the de tuning 6 = v23 -v12 near 0 = 66°: e -C = 0.03%, 
T0 = 1.9°K; 0-C = 0.03%, T0 = 4.2°; 0-C = 0.02%, To= 1.9oK. 

shortened values of T1n extends up to It. I = 1.2 GHz 
for C = 0.03% and 0.8 GHz for C = 0.02%. 

The shortening of Tm in ECR was already observed 
earlier[23 l, but at that time the two regions of acceler
ated relaxation on both sides of t. = 0 were not noted, 
and this has left its imprint on the interpretation of 
this phenomenon. 

In a sample with C = 0.08%, we obtained Tm 
~ 70 msec (at 1.9°K}, i.e., Tm ~ T1e (see the table}. 
No clear cut dependence of Tm on the ECR conditions 
was noted in this case. Measurements of Tm at those 
angles () at which the ECR had no effect have shown 
that the time Tm ~ H~ for C = 0.02 and 0.03%. 

2. To interpret the foregoing results, we assume 
that effective coupling between the SS and Zn reser
voirs exists also in the absence of a microwave field 
and leads to equalization of the temperatures Tss and 
Tn· In this case the spin-lattice relaxation of the nu
clei can be visualized as a two-step process[ll)' con
sisting of the equalization of Tn and Tss and joint 
relaxation of Zn and SS to the lattice. If the second 
part of this process is due to the thin-lattice relaxation 
of the SS reservoir, then under E CR conditions with 
detuning C. r= 0, when the SS system is coupled with the 
electronic Zeeman system, an additional outflow into 
the lattice is produced for the nuclei (via Ze), and this 
leads to a reduction of Tm[ 141. A more detailed analy
sis of these experiments will be given in Section V, 
article 8. 

The closeness of Tm to T1e at C = 0.08% is due 
apparently to the large probability of the ECR process, 
which practically couples all the transitions of the EPR 
spectrum with one another. In this case the SS and Ze 
systems are apparently no longer isolated; the nuclei 
give up their energy to the joint electron system, the 
specific heat of which is large, and the joint relaxation 
of the electrons and the nuclei to the lattice proceeds 
with a common time ~T1e· 

Obviously, under such conditions it is difficult to 
maintain a temperature difference between different 
parts of the common spin system, as is confirmed by 
the sharp weakening of the NCRP (Fig. 2}, and can be 
compared with the "concentration quenching" of 
quantum paramagnetic amplifiers (see, for example, [221 ). 

V. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS AND CERTAIN 
THEORETICAL ESTIMATES 

1. In the qualitative explanation of the experimental 
results we have assumed thermal equilibrium between 
the SS and Zn reservoirs. Let us analyze the condi-

· · t' . al'd E t' [HJ, tions under wh1ch th1s assump wn 1s v 1 . qua wns , 
which describe NDP in the presence of a microwave 
field at a frequency ve + t.' (let t.' > 0) and under the 
conditions yHL ~ vn, can be written in the form 

(the diffusion terms of[ 11J have been omitted). Here 
css and czn are the specific heats of the SS and Zn 
systems, 

(7} 

c,. I Czn = Ne('(HL) 2 I Nnvn2, Ne INn= NeS(S + 1) I Nnl(J + 1); 

Ne, Nn and S, I are respectively the numbers and spins 
of the electrons and nuclei; Tnl is the time of the 
"extraneous" spin lattice relaxation of the nuclei (be
sides the SS reservoir). Two terms in (7) lead to equali
zation of the temperatures Tn and Tss· One of them, 
introduced in[s,g)' is proportional to the probability w± 
of the "forbidden" electron-nuclear transitions (in our 
case we chose W+ in the vicinity of the frequency Ve 
+ vn); only in the case when these transitions are 
saturated by the microwave field is nuclear polariza
tion attained, i.e., Tn shifts to the value of Tss· The 
second term, proportional to Ts~' has been introduced 
in[w,uJ and ensures equalization of Tn and Tss in
dependently of the microwave field, owing to the direct 
coupling of the SS and Zn reservoirs and their "relax
ation'' to each other. This term ( ~ Ts~) leads to the 
same results as the term with W±, but now all that is 
required for the NDP is the shift of Tss' which is al
ready assured by the saturation of the allowed EPR 
transition. Indeed, a stationary solution of (7) under 
the condition that the allowed transition is saturated 
( Wo Tle » 1) and with allowance for w+ « Wo, is 
given by 

1 1 {(Ne c,;rnl')( t,',·ett' Cm't,'\ -""' -- -W+'tnl+---- ---) 
Tss To Nn Czn'tsn (yHL)2r1e Css'Lnl 

+ f.'ve't/ }{(NeW+'Inl+C,.'tnl)( f.''1:'1' +1 
(yHL)'1:'1e \Nn c,,'t, (yfh)"T!c 

' \ "'-' }-1 + Czn't! )+ __ o._-_,,._ + j ' 

c,-rnl - (yHr.) 't1e 

and the expression for 1/Tn differs from (8) only in 
that the last term in the numerator is replaced by the 
sum ( -1:.1 2 TV( yHL }2 T1e + 1 ). We see that under the 
condition 

(8} 

(9) 

the temperatures Tn and Ts become equalized: 
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(10) 

Naturally, 11/Tss I is now smaller than in the case 
when there are no nuclear spins and the microwave 
field saturates only the electronic system [71 • However, 
if the "extraneous" relaxation of the nuclei in the lat
tice can be neglected, i.e., if 

Czn'rt' / Css'rnl <l!i; 1, (11) 

we obtain from (10) the same strongly shifted value of 
T ss as in the absence of coupling with the nuclei (when 
w., r5~- 0): in the stationary regime, under condi
tion (11), the nuclear system does not decrease ITs~ I, 
in spite of its large specific heat. 

2. So far, in the experimental investigations of NDP 
( [!3] and others), the term with r5~ was not taken into 
account, and we shall therefore discuss its role in 
greater detail. The physical meaning of the direct 
coupling between the Zn and SS reservoirs lies in 
their mutual exchange of energy as the result of modu
lation of the local magnetic fields at the locations of 
the nuclei, during spin-spin relaxation of the electrons. 
The probability of relaxation of the nuclei in the SS 
system, maintained by the microwave field at a constant 
temperature Tss• is practically equal to ( css/Czn )T8~ 
and its order of magnitude is ar2~, where a is the 
"hindrance" factor for the electron-nuclear transition 
and T2e is the time of the electronic spin-spin relaxa
tion. On the other hand, if the only possible mechanism 
of "extraneous" relaxation of the nuclei in the lattice 
are the electron-nuclear transitions connected with the 
spin-lattice relaxation of the electrons, then r;J 
~ ari~. 

Inasmuch as r2~ » T~~. condition (9) is certainly 
satisfied (even without saturation of the forbidden 
transitions)[10 l, and in the stationary regime we have 
Tn ~ Tss. Estimates indicate also that the condition 
(11) is satisfied, which reduces at T1e ~ 2r~ to the re
quirement 2css/Czn » a. Indeed, a ~ ( o Hn/Ho )2, 
where o Hn is the NMR line width due to the local 
fields of the electron spins; in our experiments H0 

~ 3 X 103 Oe and oHn ~ 10 Oe, i.e., a~ 10-5 • On the 
other hand, css/Czn ~ 10-2 (see article 8 of this sec
tion). 

Thus, in the interpretation of the experiments we 
are justified in using the formulas for the stationary 
value of T ss [7J, derived without allowance for the 
nuclear spins. 

We note that the elementary act of direct energy 
transfer from the nuclei to the SS reservoir can be 
represented in simplified form as a simultaneous flip
ping of two electron and one nuclear spins; the Zeeman 
energy of the latter goes over in this case to the SS 
system. This mechanism can also be regarded as a 
sui generis cross relaxation between the "forbidden" 
and allowed transitions. If we now transfer this model 
to the electron spins pertaining to different spin pack
ets in the inhomogeneously broadened EPR line, we 
arrive at the 11rocess considered in[24 l. The model of 
the authors of[24 lleads, however, to a relatively low 

probability of the "electron-nuclear cross relaxation" 
Wen~ awcr· In those cases when lin ~ yHL, the prob
ability of this process can be apparently neglected in 
comparison with Ts~ Css/Czn, inasmuch as Wcr 
« T2~. 

3. In accordance with the conclusions of article 2, 
we shall interpret the experimental data on NCRP with 
the aid of expressions for Tss. in which the influence 
of the nuclei is disregarded. These formulas, which 
are close to those obtained for two types of spins in[ 7l, 
have been modified for spins of the same kind with a 
multilevel non-equidistant spectrum. We present the 
result of the calculations for the cross relaxation be
tween the transitions ij and kl at mllij - nllkl = fl. 
<< lie, where lie is the frequency of any of the transi
tions. Assuming stationary microwave saturation of 
one of the transitions of the spectrum under the condi
tion Wcr >.'> 1/r1e, 1/r~, we obtain the stationary value 
of Tss in the form 

~ ~ r 1 + ( 1\o )2 ]-I ( mv;; - nvaz ) 
Tss L .1. \ Ti/ TM* ' 

(12) 

where Ttj and Tkz are the Zeeman temperatures at 

the transitions ij and kl, established under the influ
ence of the microwave field without the cross-relax
ation process. The parameter fl.o, as can be readily 
seen from (12), is the value of the detuning fl. corre
sponding to the maximum of 11/Tss I as a function of 
I fl. I; assuming an exponential spin-lattice relaxation 
for the transitions ij and kl with times rjj and rfl, 
it takes the form 

(13) 

where a and {3 are numbers that depend on the type of 
cross relaxation and on the location of the transition 
saturated by the microwave field. We indicate below 
the calculated values of .6-o for certain cases of cross 
relaxation in ruby ( S = %) in saturation of the 2--3 
transition, which, as can be readily shown, leads to 
the following expressions for T*: 

(14) 

Calculation yields in this case, for simple and harmonic 
cross relaxations, 1123 ~ 1112 and 21123 ~ 11 12 

1\o = 3f22yHL v __!:_;. (15') ,., 
For 1123 ~ 21112 the value of .6-o turns out to be twice as 
large. When m1112 ~ n1134 we have 

1/3 [ m(3m+n)Tt12 tn(3n+m)Tt34 ]'" (1 5") 
1\o = V -2 yHL , , 

T, 

4. Comparison of expressions (12)-(15) with the 
general NCRP picture shows that there is a good cor
respondence between the theoretical values of To/Tss 
and the measured value of E. Not only the general 
course, but many details of the E(l:l) dependence coin
cide with the predictions of the theory for the value of 
T8~. Thus, the relation between the values of I E I max 
near the points of the simple (8 ~ 28 and 66°) and 
harmonic ECR (2:1 at 8~ 77°and1:2 at o~ 42°) 
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in which the transition 2-3 takes part, is given by (see 
Fig. 1) 

1:1 2:1 1:2 
Emax :Emax: Emax ~ 3:2:5, 

which corresponds to (12)-(15) under the condition 
that all the partial probabilities of the spin-lattice re
laxation Wii . are equal (this ensures also equality of 
the times TP and if). We note that this uncovers a 
possibility of estimating the ratios of the quantities 
Wij from the NCRP results. 

From the experimental values of t:.. 0 we can, using 
expressions (13) and (15), determine the value of yHL. 
It follows from Fig. 2 that l:..o is approximately equal 
to 210 and 150 MHz respectively for C equal to 0.03 
and 0.02%. Assuming T~ R: T1e/2, we obtain from (15') 
for these concentrations yHL R: 70 and 50 MHz. 
These values greatly exceed 611o (see the table); the 
possible causes of this discrepancy will be discussed 
below. 

5. The conclusion that Tss and Tn can become 
equalized independently of the saturation of the "for
bidden" electron-nuclear transitions is reached also 
on the basis of experiments aimed at observing the 
EPR line shape (see section II, article 2). In fact, a 
single application of a microwave pulse of dur~ion Tp 
<< T1e, preceding the observation of the form P( t:..'), 
can lead to saturation of the "forbidden" transition 
only in the case when tpW± >> 1. In our experiments, 
however, the line shape shown in Fig. 4a was observed 
already at a relatively low power of the saturating 
pulse, at which only the condition tpWo R: 5-10 was 
satisfied. Inasmuch as W±/W0 << T1e/Tm (the equal 
sign holds in the limiting case when Tm is determined 
entirely by the spin-lattice relaxation of the electronic 
Zeeman system), it follows that tpW± ~ 10-1 for 
C = 0.03% and To= 1.9°K, i.e., the microwave pulse 
does not have time to saturate the "forbidden" transi
tion. Since actually the ratio W±/Wo "'a is even 
smaller according to the estimate given above, 
a "' 10-5 ) , in can be stated that the shift of T ss, up to 
values of Tn, does not arise in these experiments 
under the influence of the microwave pulse, but exists 
already before its turning on, being due to the direct 
coupling between the SS and Zn reservoir. 

6. This, in particular, constitutes the difference be
tween our procedure and that of Lamb et al.r25 J, who 
observed the influence of polarization of nuclear spins 
on the EPR line shape during its continuous saturation. 
Under these conditions, the separation of the mecha
nisms corresponding to the terms W± and Ts~ be
comes impossible. We note that the interpretation of 
the "distant ENOOR" phenomenon, proposed in[25 J, is 
insufficient, since it does not take into account the role 
of the electron spin-spin interactions, and particularly 
the cross relaxation between the spin packets in the 
EPR line. Moreover, it remains unclear how the nu
clear spin diffusion can proceed from the nearest 
neighbors of the paramagnetic ion to the distant nuclei, 
which have an entirely different resonance frequency. 
These contradictions can be easily eliminated by as
suming that the SS reservoir is in thermal contact with 
both the close and distant nuclei, and that Tn = Tss. 

7. To explain the results of the experiments de
scribed in section Ill, article 3, it is also necessary to 

assume that Tss is determined by the temperature of 
the Zn system. Inasmuch as the specific heat Czn is 
large, Tn cannot be altered in practice within the time 
of action of one saturating pulse; as to IT-~ I, this 
quantity should first increase under the i;Jluence of 
the saturating field to a value (see[7J) t:.."lle[(t:..")2 
+ (YHL )2]-1Tii\ and then tend, with a time constant 
"' Tsn• to a stationary value I T;,_11 (this also follows 
from[7J, if it is recognized that when Tsn << T1e, T~ the 
nuclei assume the role of the lattice for the SS sys
tem) 1,. Simultaneously, the stationary value of T~1 is 
also established with the same time constant, i.e., 
~(0). It is clear that if tp"' Tsn or shorter, then 
P( 0) will not have time to reach the stationary value 
(6). This apparently can explain the weakening of the 
effect in the case when the saturation with detuning t:.." 
is effected with a short pulse, if it assumed that Tsn 
"' tp = 0.1 msec. 

8. Let us now discuss the mechanism of the spin 
lattice relaxation of the nuclei. We estimate first the 
quantity 

(16) 

which determines the time of relaxation of the SS sys
tem to the Zn system. At C = 0.03%, the contribution 
of the homogeneous broadening of the EPR line is 
"'3 Oe[22 J, i.e., T2e"' 3 x 10-8 sec; assuming a "' 10-5 

and css << Czn• we obtain Tsn << 3 x 10-3 sec. Thus, 
the relation Tsn << T~, which is necessary to shift Tss 
during the process of nuclear relaxation to the tem
perature Tn[uJ, is satisfied. Another condition formu
lated in[uJ, namely ( Czn/Css) Tsn << Tnl is also satis
fied (see Sec. V, article 2), and it can be assumed that 
in our experiments the spin-lattice relaxation of the 
nuclei actually proceeds via the SS reservoir, the 
"bottle neck" of the relaxation process being the SS
lattice section (see Sec. IV, article 2). In this case, as 
shown in[11 J, the following relation holds true 

(17) 

Assuming that (11) is satisfied, we neglect T;J and 
obtain 

Czn Nnvn2 

c., N.(yHL) 2 
(18) 

For C = 0.03%, H0 = 3340 Oe, and lin= 3.7 MHz we 
have Czn/Css R: 102 and YHL R: 32 MHz. For C = 0.02% 
we obtain in exactly the same manner yHL R: 30 MHz. 
The obtained values of yHL are in good agreement 
with the width of the EPR line 6110 (see the table), 
which undoubtedly argues in favor of the proposed in
terpretation. The fact that these values turn out to be 
much closer to the total line width than to the homo
geneous width confirms the remark above (Sec. III, 
article 1) that the entire EPR line, in spite of the ap-

l)It must be emphasized that rapid passage through resonance (i.e., 
one overtaking the couplings between the electron spins and the lattice 
and its analogues, for example nuclei) under microwave saturation con
dition is at each instant an isentropic process, and not adiabatic in the 
quantum-mechanical sense (after Ehrenfest [26 ] ). The well known fact 
that a negative Zeeman temperature can be obtained as the result of a 
complete isentropic passage through the EPR line is also evidence in 
favor of the existence of an electronic spin-spin temperature. 
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preciable fraction of inhomogeneous broadening, should 
behave as one entity. Apparently, this means that the 
energy of the hyperfine interaction of the chromium 
ion with the nearest nuclei, which is responsible for 
the inhomogeneous broadening of the line, must be in
cluded in the SS reservoir. The experimentally ob
served dependence 7m ~ Ha also agrees with (17}, 
. h 2 H2 masmuc as Czn ~ lin V) o· 

Using (16) and (18), we can now estimate 7sn more 
accurately. For C = 0.03% we obtain 7sn ~ 30 /J.sec; 
this value agrees with the estimate made in Sec. V, 
article 7. 

9. We now proceed to analyze the data on the spin
lattice relaxation of Al27 nuclei under ECR conditions 
in ruby. The equations of this process can be written 
by adding to the cross-relaxation equationsr3 • 71 terms 
that take into account the direct coupling of the SS with 
the nuclei. Let us consider the cross relaxation be
tween spins of two kinds k and 1, Ilk - Ill = t., and 
assume, to simplify the calculation, that 7fe = 71~ 
= 7te· Then, denoting 

X= !:J./T,, 

NkNL !:J.' 
a=--·--

N2 (yHL)~' 

where N = Nk + Nz, we obtain the system of equations 

• 1 
~=- Wcr(~-x) -- (~- ~0), 

'tie 

. 1 ( "' ) 1 X=awcr(s-x)+- -·1']-X --,(x-x0), 
'tsn 'Vn 'tt 

• Css 1 ( Vn ) 1 
!']=---~ 11--x --(1']-l']o). 

Czn 'tsn \ /1 'tnl 

An approximate calculation with allowance for w cr, 
7s~ » 7].~, ( 7~ r\ and Css « Czn, yields 

·-t _ c~. a + 1 ) -1 
Ttn - -- -, +tnl· 

Czn Tte Tt 

(19) 

Comparing 7tn from (19) with the initial ( 7m )0 in the 
absence of ECR (for which it suffices to put ct = 0 in 
(19}), we note that 7m is appreciably shortened sym
metrically on both sides of the point t. = 0; this was 
indeed observed in the experiment. 

An analogous approximate calculation for ECR be
tween transitions in a non-equidistant four-level spec
trum (similar to the ruby spectrum) yields the same 
formula (19) with a = t-2/18( yHL }2 • From an analysis 
of (19) it may appear that 7m should decrease without 
limit with increasing It. 1. This, however, is only the 
consequence of the approximations made. It can be 
shown that at sufficiently large t., when Wcr decreases 
and the "bottle neck" of the relaxation process arises 
already in the section SS - ~ , it is necessary to re
place a/7te in (19) by awcr· On the other hand, if 
Wcr is very large even in the case of large I t.l, then 
7m - 7te, as is observed at C = 0.08%. 

10. Remark concerning the value of yHL. It was 

noted above that the value of yHL determined from 
t.o in NCRP experiments, greatly exceeds o 110 , and 
also yHL determined from relaxation measurements. 
It seems to us that this discrepancy may be connected 
with the influence of the distant wings of the EPR line, 
due to the relatively strong spin-spin interactions of 

the closely-located pairs or groups of ions (of course, 
we are not referring here to the strongly coupled 
"exchange pairs," whose energy is comparable with 
or exceeds hlle ) . Such interactions should apparently 
no longer be included in the SS reservoir, and the 
coupling with them can be effected only via cross re
laxation. A rigorous allowance for the distant wings 
of the line calls for the construction of the correspond
ing theory, which so far is nonexistent. 

Another possible cause of the increase of t. 0 may 
be the "extraneous" relaxation (outside the SS reser
voir}, not accounted for in the calcuation, with a time 
7~l" It is also possible that introduction of single tem-

perature T n is too rough an approximation at the con
sidered paramagnetic- impurity concentrations. 

CONCLUSIONS 

1. The aggregate of the obtained experimental data 
on NDP and spin-lattice relaxation of nuclei in ruby 
can be interpreted under the assumption that there 
exists an electronic spin-spin temperature Tss• which 
becomes equalized with the Zeeman temperature of- the 
nuclei Tn as the result of the SS- Zn thermal contact. 
In EPR saturation, this connection between Tn and 
Tss leads to nuclear polarization, and in the absence 
of microwave power it leads to spin-lattice relaxation 
of the nuclei. 

The described model has enabled us not only to de
scribe consistently many of the observed phenomena, 
but also to predict some new effects, including NDP 
during cross relaxation in the electronic system 
(NCRP} and the influence of power at the NMR frequency 
on the saturation transfer in electronic cross relaxa
tion. 

2. The main difficulty in our interpretation is the 
difference between the values of yHL, obtained in the 
analysis of experiments in the presence and in the ab
sence of saturating microwave power. This problem is 
connected, in our opinion, with the need for consistently 
taking into account the contribution of the inhomogen
eous broadening of the EPR line in these two cases, 
i.e., with the development of a theory of NDP in mag
netically-diluted crystals at yHL ~ lin. 

3. The connection observed by us between the elec
tronic cross relaxation, NDP, and the EPR line shape 
under saturation conditions makes it possible to use 
new methods for the investigation of each of these phe
nomena. In particular, an exceedingly sensitive method 
is created for the study of electronic cross-relaxation 
processes by observing nuclear polarization, etc. It is 
possible that the control of the electronic cross-relaxa
tion process by saturating the NMR signal will also 
find an application in research practice. 
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